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what would happen if one of these mythical relics were to fall into the wrong hands? thats what zack
snyder and his crew are working towards in army of thieves. after making the first of the two films,
the script-writing team of army of the dead producers nick antosca and mark goldblatt decided to
make a second prequel film, expanding on the mythology of wagner, the mastermind of the safes.
the duo, along with co-screenwriter steven kane, decided to keep the army of the dead title, but

make the story more personal to the characters. with the prologue of army of the dead now in the
theaters, zack snyder is busy writing the sequel and his team has begun writing the third instalment.

so, what would happen if one of these mythical relics were to fall into the wrong hands? well, we
start with a heist that goes bad, and we follow the lives of the bad guys as they try to hide the loot,

and their eventual fate. in this first sequel, we see that the characters still have issues and that
theres no getting away from the past. although the world of the queens thief has been established,

queen of thieves also looks forward to the next chapter of our heroes lives, and that is something we
are ready to jump into. the filmmakers behind the army of the dead series are making a sequel, and
we are really excited about this new chapter in the story of a queen thief! queen of thieves is due to

hit theaters in the summer of 2017.
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the king of attolia i'm afraid i had written off last books a little, because it felt like eugenides was
writing about another story, and had left me behind with anothers ending. but in the queen of

attolia, theres so many things i have been waiting for, and the end result is both unexpected and
perfect. the music is moving, the metaphors are wonderful, and the stories are as relevant today as
they were 20 years ago. i can't wait to read the dream of the smallest giant, because i want to go
deeper into the characters and their stories. i hope you all continue to love this series as much as i

do and i hope you can continue to get to the end, because it was worth it. the problem with the lams
is that they are both stupid and deaf. i had spoken too soon. this one is also stupid and deaf. they

cant speak, and they cant hear. all they do is cluck and grunt. eventually, i would end up as a
clucking, grunting, clucking, grunting queen. as the novel begins, gwendoline has kidnapped the

queen of marm, rosita, and is holding her hostage in the sewers beneath berlin in a damp lair near
the river spree. as a side note, the title of the book, thick as thieves, is a play on the german thick as

thieves, a pun on the german word dicke, which literally means thick but has also been used to
describe a thick, hard or impenetrable object (the opposite of thin). the novel hits a groove for me as

i get more into the series, the idioms are so deftly inculcated that i can feel the story trying to tell
itself. the book is a real page-turner, and it feels like ive been transported to a place between history
and myth. it starts with a giant on-board camera capable of streaming video directly into a laptop or

the web from a safe or vault in real time, but it takes on more of a mythological dimension once
theres a full-on bollywood epic thing happening. theres a lot going on in this book. there are

moments when i have no idea what im reading, its just so flippant, with so many ideas, characters,
and plot twists. i read it in two days, and still i can barely keep up with all the twists and turns. the

more i read, the more i want to read. this novel is the best so far. 5ec8ef588b
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